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ITHACA COLLEGE CONTEMPORARY 
CHAMBER ENSEMBLE 
Jeffrey Grogan, conductor 
Cayenna Ponchione, graduate conductor 
Concerto pour Batterie et petit Orchestre (1930) 
Steven Solook, percussion 
Mother and Son (1996) 
Howling at the Moon 
I. Wailing 
II. Singing 
III. Conjuring 
Kleines Requiem fur eine Polka (1993) 
Ford Hall 
Tuesday, November 12, 2002 
8:15 p.m. 
Darius Milhaud 
(1892-1974) 
Hilary Tann 
(b. 1947) 
Dana Wilson 
(b. 1946) 
Henryk Gorecki 
(b. 1933) 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Concerto pour Batterie et petit Orchestre 
Born to a well-to-do almond grower in the south of France, Darius grew 
up hearing the 'soft sound of fruit falling into baskets and the 
monotonous and soothing drone of the machines' in addition to th 
clamber of the men and women workers as they gathered the harvest in 
the groves outside his bedroom window. Extremely perceptive, he 
could easily synthesize complex textures and harmonies leading his 
music into polytonal realms. His vast and extended harmonic 
vocabulary was mirrored by his extensive travels and broad range of 
inspirations. In the good company of composers such as Bela Bart6k and 
Zoltan Kodaly, Milhaud drew extensively from the folk traditions of 
the many countries that he visited. It was the Brazilian rainforests 
however that inspired him to create major works for percussion. He is 
credited with composing the first concerto for percussion, Concerto pour 
Batterie et petit Orchestre which utilizes primarily non-pitched 
instruments such as cymbals, castanets and bass drum. 
The work is fraught with drastic color juxtapositions in the orchestra, 
which are only equaled in Milhaud's utilization of contrasting 
percussion instruments. The "Rude et dramatique" opening expressin91 
his polytonal fascination in the clash between the C and C# of the ~ 
major/minor dichotomy is balanced by a simpler, more melodic, modal 
texture found in the subito mp of the following section. This forceful 
and sharp theme that begins the work finds its way back into the fabric 
of the piece in increasingly smaller increments. The percussion, while 
appearing in some places to be merely accompanimental, accentuates 
the defining characteristics of this sectional work, while adding 
rhythmic motion to some of the softer, smoother passages. A landmark 
in the emergence of solo percussion literature with orchestral 
accompaniment, it laid the foundation for works such as Alan 
Hovaness' Fantasy on Japanese Woodprints and Steven Stucky's 
Concerto for Percussion. 
Mother and Son 
From her childhood in the coal-mining valleys of South Wales, Hilary 
Tann developed the love of nature which has inspired all her war 
whether written for performance in the United States or for her horn .. 
in Wales. Since 1980, Hilary Tann has lived south of the Adirondack 
Mountains in upstate New York where she chairs the Department of 
Performing Arts at Union College, Schenectady, New York. The poet, 
R. S. Thomas (1913-2000), was the preeminent Welsh poet writing in 
the English language. In addition to publishing a large body of writing, 
he was an Anglican priest, a champion of Welsh culture and language, 
and was nominated for the Nobel prize in literature. 
Mother and Son was written for and premiered by Mary Weigold and 
the Composer's Ensemble en July 14th, 1996, in The Almeida Festival, 
London. A distinct feature of the piece is its constantly changing meter, 
generally from 5/4 to 5/8, and from 5/8 to 3/8. Dr. Tann explains that 
she thought of the 5/4 as dividing into two measures of 5/8, and enjoyed 
the idea of the mother's voice being in 5/4 and the son's in 5/8. This 
vibrant rhythmical nature evokes the essence of the text, in which a 
mother recounts her son's lust for life outside the protected walls of 
home. The sun-warmed pavements, smiling bright teeth of 'biddable' 
girls, and mirrors untouched by sadness or reproach lure him beyond the 
front garden and out of the watch of his mother. He longs to hear 'life 
roaring in the veins,' and we sense that the mother recalls the passion 
of her own youth. 
Howling at the Moon 
"As this piece was commissioned by the wonderful Harmo Saxophone 
Quartet (Tokyo), I wanted to sense some direct connection to them as I 
Nas writing the piece. From one of their CD's, I had in my mind their 
fantastic playing of another piece of mine. I also had some sense of 
traditional Japanese culture that I have been involved with for some 
time, and even considered suggesting in the piece my own images of an 
earlier Japan-transforming, for example, the soprano saxophone into 
something like a shakuhachi. The work's title, Howling at the Moon, 
is from a very dark and expressive collection of poems by Japanese poet 
Hagiwara Sakutaro. The title's allusion to the lonely wolf and all of 
the folklore surrounding it also influenced my thought. 
The result, then, is a mix of several traditions and ideas. The first 
movement transforms the quartet into a wailing person or animal. The 
second movement suggests the intense singing of African-American 
gospel music. The third movement conjures primal rites, and requires 
the performers to vocalize in a way-both percussive and 
meaningful-that is reminiscent of taiko drummers. While en the 
surface these may seem disparate, en a deeper level they are very 
.onnected, and hopefully, the movements work together to form an 
expressive whole." 
Dana Wilson 
Kleines Requiem fur eine Polka 
As with the title, so with the music: it is what it has to be, and could 
not be otherwise. The composer himself has little to say about the 
title, and in any event is given to saying less than he means wherever 
his own innermost world is touched upon. Unless the cryptologists 
manage to break in, the rest of his meaning will generally be reserve 
for his family circle. If that. Of too deeply humouous a disposition to 
condone mere facetiousness, Gorecki is not one to use a word like 
"requiem" lightly, let alone to ignore the effect of associating it with 
the merry dance of 19th-century Bohemia which by the 1840s had 
achieved the kind of popularity in Europe and America that only the 
tango, the foxtrot, and the Charleston were to equal in later eras . 
Perhaps it was the uncertain etymology of "polka" that appealed to 
this most Polish of composers. Whatever the case, the musical 
character and rhythmic configurations of the second and third 
movements of the Kleines Requiem are far removed from the polka 
conventions, despite the real or illusionary 2/4 time and the popular 
connotations of the "off-beat" harmonies. As for the polkas colonized 
by the "Polish" mazurka, not to mention the refined varieties 
cultivated by Smetana and others, these are nowhere echoed or 
commemorated in the Kleines Requiem. 
Commisioned by the Holland Festival for the Schonberg Ensemble, t 
Kleines Requiem far eine Polka was first performed at a Holland 
Festival concert en 12 June 1993. The Ensemble was conducted by its 
director, Reinbert de Leeuw. 
Notes compiled by Cayenna Ponchione 
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